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4 Questions To Ask A Couples Therapist

Seeking the right couple’s therapist can

be a daunting task, especially when the

well-being of a relationship is at stake

BUFFALO, NEW YORK, UNITED STATES,

June 3, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- To

help couples in Buffalo make an

informed decision, we have compiled

four essential questions to ask any

potential therapist before committing

to Buffalo Couples Therapy sessions.

1. What Qualifications and Experience

Does the Therapist Have using Couples

Counseling In Buffalo, New York?

Ensuring that a therapist is well-

qualified and experienced is crucial.

Ask about their educational

background, any specific training in

couples therapy, and how long they

have been practicing. A seasoned therapist will have a wealth of knowledge and experience that

can be invaluable in addressing complex relationship issues.

2. How Does the Therapist Approach Different Relationship Challenges and What is their

marriage counseling Buffalo Success Rate?

Every relationship is unique, and so are its challenges. It's important to understand how the

therapist approaches various issues, such as communication problems, infidelity, or intimacy

concerns. Inquire about their success rate and if they have testimonials or case studies that

showcase their effectiveness.

3. What Specific Methods or Techniques Does the Therapist Use in Sessions?
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Therapists may use a range of methods, from cognitive-behavioral techniques to emotionally

focused therapy. Knowing what techniques they employ can help people determine if their

approach aligns with a person’s needs and preferences. Don't hesitate to ask for examples of

how these methods have helped other couples. A couple’s therapist in Buffalo, New York, Dr.

Stephen Shainbart takes the pro-active approach and provides constructive feedback based on a

collaborative model. He believes people have the right to know what he really thinks and why he

thinks it. He is not the type of therapist that keeps saying “go on” or “that sounds hard”. He feels

that can be an expensive waste of time.  He also believes that it is important to understand each

partner's "backstory." By "backstory," he means how each partner's past experiences with

others, whether family or previous partners, have caused them to develop certain patterns

which negatively affect their current relationship. By clarifying this in couples therapy, each

partner can modify these patterns into healthier behaviors for the relationship. Each partner can

gain more understanding and empathy for why their partner acts the way they do. Most

importantly, it can help both partners improve how they treat each other.

4. What is the Therapists Availability for Appointments and What is their Fees?

Understanding the therapist's availability and fees is essential for practical reasons. Ask about

their scheduling flexibility, the length of sessions, and their policy on cancellations or

rescheduling. Also, inquire about the cost per session and if they accept insurance or offer

sliding scale fees.

For those seeking expert couples therapy in Buffalo, NY, consider reaching out to Dr Stephen

Shainbart PHD. With a wealth of experience and a compassionate approach, He is dedicated to

helping couples strengthen their relationships.

This press release aims to provide couples with the necessary information to select a qualified

and effective couples therapist in Buffalo, NY. By asking these five critical questions, couples can

make an informed decision and take the first step toward a healthier, happier relationship.
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in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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